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Details of Visit:

Author: Buzz Lightyear
Location 2: Kingsway and Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 19/02/05 14:30
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katrece
Website: http://www.katrece.com
Phone: 07708310101

The Premises:

My first visit to Louise's very impressed with web site directions given by Louise and especially the
welcome given on my arrival made to feel imediatly at home keep up the good work

The Lady:

Very attractive lady with a wonderful personality the most amazing eyes and to me she is someone
very special

The Story:

 Just finished my latest deep space mission in Gama Quadrant when I recieved information that
Patrice was working at Louise's Preston immediatly setting my co-ordinates I headed at light speed
towards Earth and as I approached Preston the sun came out, shinning on to Secret's as Louise
guided me into land.
As I entered I recieved a very warm welcome from Louise, I was imediatly taken by the tastful
arrangement and homely and relaxing feel of the reception area where I passed the time talking to
Louise while waiting for Patrice.
Eventually I was shown to the room and again my first impression was that every thing was to a
very high standard. After a short wait Patrice entered wearing a short see through black cocktail
dress and although normally I like ladies to wear underwear I must admit on this occasion getting
discrete glimpsies of her body through the material of the dress was very erotic. We greeted each
other with a big kiss before getting undressed and falling onto the bed and moments later we were
rapped in each others arms enjoying soft and sensual kisses, before long we drifted away to some
distant location where we were all on our own with soft music playing in the background, as we
continued to explore each others bodies and share intermate thoughts with each other as over our
time together since we first met some eighteen months ago a bond of friendship and trust has
grown between us allowing us to know each others wishes in respect of the sex we have and every
thing seems so natural and much more enjoyable.
Eventually Patrice worked her way down towards my cock looking at me with her gorgeous eyes
started playfully at first to gently to lick it before taking it fully in to her mouth wherapon she
demonstrated her amazing oral technique to the full, stoping occasionally to give me a kiss on the
lips before going back down on me till eventually I could not hold back any longer and I felt myself
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explode into her mouth while she continued to suck it till she had drained me compleatly then sitting
back gave me a big smile before discreatly disposing of it.
We still had some time together so laying back in each others arms we continued to caress each
other as although I always enjoy sex with Patrice the caressing for me is just as enjoyable if not
more so as it is so intermate and erotic and becomes better every time we see each other.
Eventually a gentle knock on the door brought us back and with a final kiss and hug our time
together on this occasion came to an end.
I do not know if it was the location but on this occasion my time with Patrice was something very
special and the intermacy we now have is something I will remember forever. So once again Patrice
a big thank you for another magical time in the company of a gorgeous lady who for me is simply
the best lots of love as always Peter xxx.
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